Designed to Impress

To the value-seekers and great-deal getters. You’re on the market for a smartphone that accomplishes the essentials—nothing too ‘extra’ yet one that looks and feels great. But you also love to make and share memories, so you need a camera that’s sharp and quick, because life moves fast. LG’s got you covered: meet the LG Premier™ Pro LTE.

Sleek, Real Metal Design
A strong, sophisticated build protects what’s inside while 2.5D Arc Glass provides that smooth, comfortable grip.

5.3” HD Display
See clearly on the large screen that presents your life in bright color and eye-opening detail.

8 MP Rear Camera
with AutoFocus
Capture moments exactly as they happen with instant focus and zero shutter lag—then share with everyone.

5 MP Front Camera
with Auto Shot
Snap selfies effortlessly with no hands—just facial recognition.

2,880 mAh Non-Removable
Don’t let anything keep you from accomplishing your day. This phone has power that lasts.

LG PREMIER™ PRO LTE
L413DL

LG Life’s Good
**Design**
- Large 5.3" HD TFT Touch Display
- USB OTG – directly connect to other devices and peripheral hardware
- Customizable Home Touch Buttons – includes Notifications and QuickMemo*
  - * USB OTG Cable required (not included)

**Interactivity**
- LG UX 6.0 – swipe to explore all apps
- Do Not Disturb – control notifications and alerts received; choose to receive all, none, or only those from a specific priority list
- Knock On* – double tap the screen to put your phone to sleep/wake it without picking it up or pressing the Power/Lock Key
- Content Lock – password protect certain images and videos in Gallery, prevent files from being previewed when linked to a PC*
- Multilanguage Support for Phone and Keyboard Input
- QuickMemo+ – take notes with ability to choose paper style, pen size and color, add text with a PC-like tool, and more
- QSlipe* – overlay up to two windows with adjustable sizing and transparency
- Capture+ – write or draw on nearly any screen and schedule memos to appear at certain times or locations
- Battery Saver – restrict apps in background to lower power
- Gesture Shot 2 and Interval Shot 2 – make a fist twice or hold the shutter button to take four selfies on a timer
- Gesture View 2 – transitions between camera mode and preview mode automatically when phone is lowered
- Selfie Light* – screen illuminates around the photo preview for well-lit selfies
- Beauty Shot – adjustable setting softens facial features
- Tag Location – include location information with photos and videos
- Video Recording Resolution: up to FHD at 30 FPS
- Live Shot – take still shots while recording video
- Self-Timer – choose to take a picture/video 3 or 10 seconds after you press the shutter/record button

**Camera/Video**
- 8 MP Rear-Facing Autofocus Camera with Flash
- Rear Camera Resolutions: up to 3264 x 2448 pixels
- quick share – access social platforms instantly after taking pictures and videos
- Burst Shot – hold the shutter button to take multiple shots quickly
- Cheese Shutter – use your voice to take a photo
- Digital Zoom – up to 4x

**Entertainment**
- Video Player with Resume Play Function; supports: 3GP, 3G2, M4P, MP4, AVI, HEVC/H.265, MKV, ASF, WebGL, FLV and TS formats
- Music Player with Sleep Timer and Notification Panel Controls: supports AAC, AAC+, AIFF, AMR, eAAC+, FLAC, M4A, MID, MP3, OGG, PCM, WAV and WMA formats
- Music Library – organized by song, album, artist, genre, stations, and playlist
- Accelerometer – control games by turning and tilting

**Connectivity**
- 4G LTE Network
- Wi-Fi Connectivity – 802.11 b/g/n
- Bluetooth* Wireless Technology Version 4.2
- USB* and Bluetooth Tethering – share your phone’s Internet connection with your computer

**Specifications**
- Display: 5.3" HD TFT, 720 x 1280 pixels
- Processor: Qualcomm Snapdragon™ MSM8917 Quad-Core
- Technology: CDMA, WCDMA, GSM, UMTS, LTE
- Frequencies: CDMA 1.9 GHz/800 MHz; WCDMA Bands; GSM 850/900/1800/1900 MHz; LTE Bands 2/4/5/12/13/66
- Dimensions: 5.85" (H) x 2.96" (W) x 0.34" (D)
- Weight: 5.93 oz
- Battery Capacity: 2,880 mAh (Non-Removable)
- Talk Time: up to 14 hours
- Standby Time: up to 10.4 days
- Internal Memory: 16 GB (9.56 GB usable)
- RAM: 2 GB
- microSD Memory Card Support: up to 2 TB

**LG Available Accessories**
- Standard Battery
- Travel Adapter and USB Cable
- Bluetooth Stereo Headset (LG TONE Active)+
- LG FORCE,™ LG TONE Studio,™ LG TONE PLATINUM,® LG TONE INFINIM,® LG TONE Active,® LG TONE ULTRA,® LG TONE PRO®

* Included with phone.
† Carrier service required. Features based on carrier program availability. Product features subject to change. Additional charges may apply.